Can your lab instruments provide ...

... high levels of automation,
... advanced accuracy,
... quick response times?

Let our instruments accomplish these goals for you!

lab instruments for oil and gas
www.psl-systemtechnik.com
Basic data about PSL

- Manufacturer of innovative lab instruments for the petroleum and petrochemical industries
- Our products have been made in Germany since 1999
- PSL is represented in the USA and by local agents worldwide
- We operate internationally - export rate >90%

Our devices measure:

**Flow Assurance**

- Pour Point
- Asphaltene Flocculation
- Wax Appearance and Deposition
- Scale Formation
- Hydrate Formation

**Physical Properties**

- Viscosity
- Drag Reduction
- Thermal Conductivity

Lab instruments for oil and gas
Fields of Application

Our Concept

- Intensive collaboration with customers and universities results in up-to-date scientific and technological knowledge
- Participation in international conferences and workshops fosters our expert knowledge of petroleum
- We use our acquired expert knowledge to design our devices

We provide tomorrow's technologies today!

To learn more, please visit: www.psl-systemtechnik.com
If you want to know more,
contact us! - PSL Systemtechnik

Agents worldwide - e. g. Brazil, India, Russia, Venezuela

USA
PSL Systemtechnik
1900 West Loop South, Suite 1185
Houston, TX 77027

info.us@psl-systemtechnik.com
Tel.: +1 713 741 1777
Fax: +1 713 715 6599
www.psl-systemtechnik.com

International / Germany
PSL Systemtechnik GmbH
Pfeiffer System- und Labortecnik
Albrecht-von-Groddeck-Straße 5
38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld

info@psl-systemtechnik.com
Tel.: +49 5323 962790
Fax: +49 5323 962795
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